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APPENDIXX - NOTES ON METHODOLOGY 

Thiss study has used a combination of different sources to compile evidence for the 

argumentss presented in the Chapters. The first section describes the trajectory of my field 

researchh in Brazil. The second section of this appendix consists of a discussion of types of 

secondaryy sources used and where they were found. The third section discusses the 

limitationss of statistics on labour and union matters in Brazil. 

Forr the empirical part of the study, I used a combination of written documents and 

policyy documents (also on Internet), in-depth interviews with key figures and statistics. 

Cross-referencingg was used to verify these sources, not only with the primary sources, but 

alsoo with secondary literature. The purpose of the written documents and specific policy 

documentss was to analyse the strategies and opinion formation of the principal trade 

unionn central in Brazil, CUT (Central Unica dos Trabalhadores - Unified Central of 

Workers)) and also to analyse the Brazilian development model and privatisation policies. 

In-depthh interviews were used on the one hand as an instrument to guide the process of 

searchingg written primary sources and on the other hand to fil l the gaps in written 

information. . 

RESEARCHH PROCEDURE 

Thee preparation of my field research periods in Brazil (September - December 1999, July-

Septemberr 2001) consisted of the compilation (via Internet, academic and other contacts 

inn the Netherlands) of a list of possible interviewees and academics in Brazil. I contacted 

thesee interviewees when still in the Netherlands to ask for their co-operation and 

orientationn on the topic and on research in Brazil. In Brazil, each person I interviewed 

wass asked for assistance in establishing other contacts. In addition to this, a survey was 

compiledd of written primary documents and policy documents available on the Internet. 

Thiss survey was focused on Brazilian trade union websites in Brazil - not CUT websites, 

butbut also those of other central union organisations and individual trade unions which were 

expectedd to have a significant influence on internal policy-making in the CUT - and 

websitess of governmental agencies, related institutions and employers' organisations.231 

Althoughh not all sources found in this survey were used for the final text, it provided an 

essentiall  overview of labour topics and trade unions in Brazil. 

Myy research periods in Brazil consisted of several stages, starting with a survey of 

academicc literature not available in the Netherlands in libraries of the University of Sao 

2111 These were, the Ministry of Labour and Employment, the Presidency, the Ministry of Development, 
Industryy and Foreign Trade, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Planning and Management, the 
Ministryy of Social Security. For the question of privatisation the Economic and Social Development 
Bankk (BNDES) and the Institute for Applied Economic Research (IPEA) were important. The websites 
off  the following employers' organisations were consulted. Federation of Industries of the State of Sao 
Pauloo (FIESP) and the National Confederation of Industry (CNI). 



Paulo,, the Catholic University of Sao Paulo and the State University of Campinas. In the 

initiall  period, I also contacted persons on the list I compiled in the Netherlands and 

identifiedd relevant archives and libraries where primary sources could be found. For trade 

unionn sources I used the archive and the publications department of CUT,232 libraries and 

archivess of the Metalworkers' Union of the ABC (industrial suburbs of Sao Paulo), the 

Bankworkers'' Union of Sao Paulo and of the National Confederation of Metalworkers. 

Forr statistical and further bibliographical information I have relied on the library and 

databasess of the Interunion Department for Statistics and Socio-Economic Studies 

(DIEESE).. Besides this, I have used the libraries of the Ministry of Labour and of the 

Braziliann Congress in Brasilia, working papers and progress reports on privatisation of 

thee Economic and Social Development Bank (BNDES), policy papers on privatisation 

andd economic restructuring of the Institute for Applied Economic Research (IPEA), a 

policyy think-tank. 

PRIMARYY SOURCES 

Ass this dissertation concerns a study of an ongoing process and because it is not always 

possiblee to find sources in formal archives, I used a variety of strategies to retrieve 

sources,, based on the triangulation approach.233 Following the types of sources for case-

studyy research outlined by Robert Yin, the following sources played a role in this project. 

Thee following sections also outline some of my experiences with using these sources and 

wheree they were found. 

DocumentsDocuments and Archives 

Documentss for this research project can be distinguished between union documents and 

governmentt documents. Union documents included publications of central union 

organisations,, individual unions and documents published by organisations related to 

tradee unions, such as DIEESE and the Observatório Social. Government documents 

includedd publications of sections of the executive proper (the presidency, ministries), but 

alsoo of thinktanks and organisations involved in the implementation of policies.2-4 This 

sectionn focuses on union documents as sources of data, as the retrieval of government 

""""  The types of documents were official resolutions of CUT congresses during the 1990s, periodicals, 
internall  documents on the topics of my research, publications of currents within the CUT, studies of the 
economicc and political situation of Brazil and the global context (mainly through the department of 
economic,, social and political studies of the CUT). 
2 33 Triangulation is a method intended to increase the quality of the data collection stage of case-study 
research.. It involves the use of different types of data (documents, archives, interviews, direct 
observationn and participant-observation) in order to produce evidence. Used as such, this method 
avoidss relying on one data source. See Yin f 1994). 
2344 The principal organisations and thinktanks referred to in relation to the study of privatisation are 
IPEAA (Instituto de Pesquisa Econömica Aplicada), a government thinktank and research institute on 
economicc issues, and the BNDES (Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento Econömico e Social), the 
institutionn that is mainly responsible for the implementation and organisation of the privatisation 
process. . 
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documentss was relatively uncomplicated in the Brazilian context, particularly as most 

documentss are published on the Internet. 

Forr union publications it is important to note that not all unions have sufficient 

meanss to produce publications or to send copies of their publications to archives, which 

makess it difficult to achieve an overview of all union documents available.. A major 

exceptionn to this point is the Sindicato dos Metalürgicos do ABC, which maintains a 

researchh department (affiliated to DIEESE) and a documentation centre on its own 

history.. The CUT does publish a national newsletter called InformaCUT, but there are no 

otherr regular national magazines or publications. 

Thee CUT has started to organise an archive of the union central in 1999 and the 

processs of cataloguing was almost completed in 2001. The archive covers internal 

materiall  and publications since its foundation, but only sporadically material published by 

affiliatedd unions. A somewhat complementary collection of recent publications is the 

Departmentt of Publications of the CUT. Important sources for union documents in Brazil, 

besidess unions themselves, are the Centro de Pesquisa Vergueiro in Sao Paulo, the 

Arquivoo Edgard Leuenroth in Campinas (particularly strong for historical documents) and 

variouss centres that preserve the "memory" of workers. The Centro de Pesquisa 

Vergueiroo is an invaluable source of union documents, pamphlets, left publications and 

newspaperr clippings, although its activities have mainly focused on newspaper clippings 

sincee 1996, due to financial restrictions. An important strategy to retrieve documents that 

cann not be found in archives is through personal contacts and interviews. 

Itt is common that union opinions and debates on labour issues are voiced in 

nationall  newspapers. For this reason, newspapers are not merely a complementary source, 

butt a source for opinions and evaluations of union activities.:;b Newspaper sources were 

usedd in case they provided a report of activities of the labour movement or when an 

articlee concerned a reflection of debates, often written by politicians, social scientists and 

prominentt trade unionists, on development strategies, privatisation and the position of the 

labourr movement.236 

Ann increasingly important source for union publications, opinions and union 

activitiess is the Internet. I have reviewed the impact, possibilities and limitations of the 

usee of Internet by trade unions elsewhere (Riethof 2001), but the major points can be 

summarisedd as follows. Internet provides an opportunity for the dissemination of 

informationn on trade union activities and labour-related issues. It has the potential to 

reachh more people than merely union members, but it also circumvents the limits of 

conventionall  media, which are not always sympathetic towards trade unions. The Internet 

~'~'' This does not mean that newspapers, magazines and TV stations are generally sympathetic towards 
labourr and union issues. It is not uncommon to find strong opinions against labour in newspapers. 
Newspaperss also provide a form of censorship or selection, which means that not all actions or issues 
aree reported. 

Thee key publications in this respect are the newspapers Folha de Sao Paulo, O Estado de Sao 
Paulo.Paulo. Gazeta Mercantil and the periodicals Veja and Exame. 
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cann also be a vehicle for collective action and mobilisation. For an analysis of the 

importancee of trade unions' Internet in a country like Brazil, it is crucial to understand the 

importancee of poverty and (functional) illiteracy in Brazil, as the illiteracy rate is 17 per 

cent.. Brazil also has a low rate of telephone density (96 per 1000 inhabitants).237 For this 

reason,, the impact of Internet on the general union membership is probably very small, 

whichh increases the importance of other media, including radio, television, the printed 

press,, and 'traditional' word-of-mouth strategies and the use of sound-wagons in 

organisingg strikes and demonstrations (see also Friedrich Ebert Stiftung 2001). 

Anotherr important issue in relation to the analysis in Chapters V and VI is to 

assesss the circumstances and power relations in which they are produced and the purpose 

off  documents.23*  As argued in section 5.2, it is crucial to understand the interaction 

betweenn resolutions of national congresses and individual unions, although some unions 

playy a major role in shaping national policy-making. National statements and resolutions 

off  the CUT are a reflection of the opinion of the majority current Articulacao, but they are 

modifiedd by the struggles going on between different currents within the CUT. As a 

result,, national resolutions tend to be more radical than the practice of many individual 

unionss and more focused on national policy issues like labour reform and social security 

reform.. In this sense, the CUT takes a role in the political articulation of union activities 

andd demands, in addition to the purpose of centrally co-ordinating union activities such as 

collectivee bargaining on wages and working conditions. 

Interviews Interviews 

Inn this research project, I used interviews as a complement to the range of documents 

sketchedd in the previous paragraph. Interviews can provide more specific information 

aboutt facts, but they can also give a very useful overview of opinions on the current 

situationn and about the past. Furthermore, interviews should be contrasted with other 

sourcess and should be evaluated in relation to other opinions as well. As Gay Seidman 

hass noted, '[ljabor and community activists, like any other social actors, often reinterpret 

pastt opinion and strategies in the light of current debates' (Seidman 1994: 13). Interviews 

cann also be used to assess the position of documents and their relation to other documents. 

Thiss was important in the process of embedding the study of union documents in the 

2377 See Trends in Latin American Networking (TILAN) (2000-2001) Internet in Brazil: Basic Statistics, 
onn http://lanic.utexas.edu/proiect/tilan/countries/br.html. 
2388 The staff of the Centro de Documentafao of the CUT and José Ricardo Ramalho have helped me in 
assessingg this point. 
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realityy of power relations and the context in which unions operate.219 The reconstruction 

off  power relations was done partly through interviews and reviews of union documents in 

whichh differences between groups within the labour movement become clear. Chapter VI 

presentss a comparison of statistics on unionisation and representation in the CUT. 

Inn the framework of this research project, I conducted interviews with members of 

thee national board of CUT, members of the other important unions mentioned above and 

personss representing organisations related to the labour movement, such as the Workers' 

Partyy (PT).240 My interview strategy was to establish an initial network of academics and 

severall  people close to or belonging to the labour movement. This network provided me 

withh further access to interviewees. During my second research trip I directly approached 

severall  unions in key privatised sectors (banking, mining, electricity, 

telecommunications),24'' and for further research on new strategies (metallurgy). 

Thee difference in results of my two major field research trips to Brazil in 1999 

andd 2001 clearly demonstrated that the interview results were strongly influenced by the 

generall  political and economic conjuncture and the particular political focus of union 

activitiess at the time of research.242 This becomes especially clear in the case of 

privatisation.. There was much less interest in privatisation issues in 1999 than in 2001. 

Thee situation of 1999 can probably be explained by the successful privatisation of the 

Companhiaa Vale do Rio Doce in 1997 and of TELEBRAS in 1998. Unions were 

disillusionedd with the possibilities of protesting against privatisation and the results of the 

protests,, which were very marginal. Nevertheless, in 2001 general dissatisfaction with the 

resultss of privatisation of public utilities (especially electricity, railways, but to a much 

lesserr extent telecommunications) and the energy crisis, called privatisation into question 

again.. This change in situation was reflected in a large number of meetings on 

privatisationn and more possibilities to discuss these issues with interviewees. 

Inn sum, successful access to key interviewees can depend on political conjuncture. 

Writtenn documents represent the mood of a period better than interviews, but it can be 

Inn addition to the statistics on unionisation and sectoral representation presented in Chapter VI, 
readingss of preparatory texts for National Congresses and publications of CUT currents, discussions 
withh academics (Iram Rodrigues, Salvador Sandoval and Armando Boito) and unionists (Kjeld 
Jakobsen,, executive director for International Relations, CUT, Sao Paulo, 27/8/2001; Uriel Villas Boas, 
presidentt of Sindicato dos Siderürgicos e Metalürgicos da Baixada Santista (Metal- and Steelworkers' 
Union),, Santos, 26/9/2001; and and interviews with trade union participants of the third regional 
conferencee of (Latin America) ICEM Rio de Janeiro, 10-13/9/2001; and trade union participants at the 
'Seminarioo Pesquisa e Acao Sindical', organised by the Observatório Social, Florianópolis, 18-
20/9/2001. . 

Thee PT is very significant for an understanding of the Brazilian labour movement, because it was 
foundedd by trade unionists. Besides this, there is an important overlap of activists, opinions, activities 
andd strategies between the CUT and the PT. 

II  could not establish further contacts with the telecommunications unions, following on an interview 
inn 1999. The mining sector unions (the unions of the Companhia Vale do Rio Doce) were approached 
throughh a contact in CVRD and the human resources department of CVRD. 
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easierr to retrieve these documents through interviews when people are willin g to talk 

aboutt a certain topic. Generally speaking, I experienced few problems in getting access to 

intervieweess and written material. 

Observation Observation 

Observationn and attendance of meetings related to the topics of my research again played 

aa complementary role in the research process. It gave me the opportunity to hear a variety 

off  opinions on certain topics, but also to interview participants at these meetings or to 

establishh further contacts. 

USINGG STATISTICS IN THE BRAZILIA N CONTEXT 

Generallyy speaking, a common problem of statistics in Brazil is that they do not have a 

nationall  scope and are only based on the major metropolitan regions.243 Using statistics 

forr the analysis of the Brazilian case poses several problems. Not all areas relevant for 

thiss research are covered by regular statistical research (the main example of this is the 

lackk of statistics on unionisation and countrywide statistics of the labour market) and 

variouss measures are used, by different research institutes, to measure the same 

phenomenaa (for example, inflation, urban employment and unemployment). The scope 

andd validity of unionisation statistics in Brazil is very limited. The last union survey of 

thee IBGE (the Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatistica) was held in 1991 (see 

Cardosoo 1999a), while the annual household surveys of the IBGE cover some aspects of 

unionisation,, primarily referring to the question whether someone is a union member or 

activee in other types of organisations.. 

Furthermore,, the discussion of the campaign for fair wages in 1977 in section 

4.2.11 demonstrates the political dimensions of inflation indices in Brazil. During the 

militaryy regime, wage increases were not the result of collective bargaining, as wage 

levelss were centrally established in relation to inflation rates. The principal issue of the 

campaignn was that the government had manipulated inflation rates, which obscured real 

wagee losses of workers. The episode points to the differences between the DIEESE's 

inflationn indices and those compiled by the government.244 DIEESE's index is a cost-of-

livingg index, based on the price of a minimum basket of goods in the large metropolitan 

centres,, comparing these price levels to the minimum wage level (e.g. how many hours 

2422 This was also my experience in field research in Chile (1997 and 1998), where the crisis of the 
labourr movement at that time made people less willing to co-operate with interviews. The general 
desperationn about the situation of the central union organisation CUT also coloured retrospective 
opinions. . 

Householdd surveys usually have a national coverage, as in the case of the Pesquisa Nacional de 
Amostraa de Domicilios (PNAD), organised by the IBGE. 
2444 Another inflation index is published by the Fundacao Getulio Vargas. 
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doess someone have to work to be able to buy the minimum basket?). The official inflation 

indexx is based on goods in general, not necessarily on basic needs.:45 

Seee the following websites for an overview of statistics and methodologies for unemployment and 
pricee levels: http://www.dieese.org.br and http://www.ibge.fiov.br. 
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